
Lecture 6

MODELING BY TEARING AND ZOOMING

A language for modeling interconnected systems
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OUTLINE

1. Terminals

2. Modules

3. Interconnection architecture

4. Examples

5. RTCT circuits
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GENERAL IDEAS
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How do we model a complex interconnected system?

Interconnected system
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The ingredients of the language and methodology that we propose:

1. Modules : the subsystems

2. Terminals : the physical links between subsystems

3. The interconnection architecture :
the layout of the modules and their interconnection

4. The manifest variable assignment :
which variables does the model aim at?
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Features:

Reality — ‘physics’ — based

Uses behavioral systems concepts
more akin to bond-graphs and across/through variables,
than to input/output thinking and feedback connections

Hierarchical: allows new systems to be build from old

Models are reusable, generalizable & extendable

Assumes that accurate and detailed modeling is the aim
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TERMINALS

A terminal is specified by its type.

The type implies an ordered set of terminal variables.
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Examples:

Type of terminal Variables Signal space

electrical (voltage, current)

mechanical (1-D) (force, position)

mechanical (2-D) ((position, attitude),
(force, torque))

mechanical (3-D) ((position, attitude),
(force, torque))

thermal (temp., heat flow)

fluidic (pressure, flow)

thermal - fluidic (pressure, temp.,
mass flow, heat flow)
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Type of terminal Variables Signal space

chemical

input

output

m-dim input ( )

p-dim output ( )

etc. etc. etc.
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MODULES

A module is specified by its its type , its parametrization , and its

parameter values .

The module type specifies an ordered set of terminals

n

1

2
3
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Together with the terminal types, this specifies an ordered set of
variables

taking values in the product space of the terminal signal spaces.

The module type also specifies a set of possible behaviors of the
terminal variables of the module.
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We assume that this set is parameterized, (typically by something
like a set of integers, and a set of real numbers).

The parameter values specify these parameters.

By specifying a module, we thus obtain the behavior of the variables

on the terminals of the module.

This way we obtain a dynamic model of the interaction
of the module with its environment.
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Examples:

ELECTRICAL MODULES

Module Parametrization Parameter value

2-terminal
Ohmic resistors

in ohms

2- terminal
Ohmic conductors

in mhos

2- terminal current
driven resistors

all maps:

capacitor in farads

inductor in henrys
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Module Parametrization Parameter value

linear
impedances

(number of ports)

resistive in ohms

with linear
diff. systems

transformer

transmission line

transistor

etc. etc. etc.
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LINEAR SYSTEMS

Module Parametrization Parameters

etc.
, or

i/o tf. fn.

i/s/o

etc. etc. etc.
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MECHANICAL MODULES

Module Parametrization Parameters

mass in kgr

solid bar

spring

damper

multi-terminal mass geometry

flexible bar

etc. etc. etc.
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OTHER DOMAINS

Module Representation Parameters

servo joint

2 inlet tank geometry

etc. etc. etc.
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INTERCONNECTION ARCHITECTURE

Let be a set of terminals.

The interconnection architecture is a set of terminal pairs
(unordered, disjoint, and with distinct elements), denoted by .

If , then we say that these terminals are connected.
We impose that connected terminals must be adapted.

In the case of physical terminals, this means that they must be of the
same type (both electrical, 2-D mechanical, thermal, etc.).

In the case of logical terminals (input or output terminals), this
means that if one is an -dimensional input terminal, the other must
be an dimensional output terminal.
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INTERCONNECTION CONSTRAINTS

Pairing of terminals imposes an interconnection law .

Module

External terminal

Module

Module

Module

Module

Internal terminal

Internal terminal

Internal terminal

Internal terminal

Internal terminal

Internal terminal
Internal terminal

Internal terminal

External terminal

External terminal
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Examples:

Pair of
terminals

Terminal Terminal Law

electrical

1-D mech.

2-D mech.

thermal

fluidic

info
processing

m-input m-output

etc. etc. etc. etc.
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MANIFEST VARIABLE ASSIGNMENT

We finally assume that the modeler assigns the variables at which the
model aims. These are the manifest variables .

The latent variables in the ultimate model are

either

interconnection variables,

or

latent variables used to describe the behavior of the modules.
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MODEL GENERATION

So, in order to obtain a model of an interconnected system, specify:

Modules
type & parametrization & parameter values.

This yields a list of terminals
and, for each module, the behavior for the
variables living on the terminals.

Denote .
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Interconnection architecture on
interconnection laws,

and a behavior
for the variables living on the terminals.

The manifest variable assignment identifies certain of the
variables as latent variables.

The yields
the full behavior of the interconnected system
contains latent variables and manifest variables.

Elimination of latent variables the manifest behavior .
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EXAMPLES
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RLC CIRCUIT

environment
system

RLC circuit
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TEARING

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9

11
12

13 14

connector1

connector2

10
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ZOOMING

The list of the modules & the associated terminals:

Module Type Terminals Parameter

resistor (1, 2) in ohms

resistor (3, 4) in ohms

capacitor (5, 6) in farad

inductor (7, 8) in henry

connector1 3-terminal connector (9, 10, 11)

connector2 3-terminal connector (12, 13, 14)
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The interconnection architecture:

Pairing
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Manifest variable assignment:

the variables on the external terminals 9, 12 .

The internal terminals are .

The variables on these terminals are latent variables.
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Equations for the full behavior:

Modules Constitutive equations

connector1

connector2
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Interconnection pair Interconnection equations
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These define a latent variable system in the manifest variables

with latent variables

The manifest behavior is given by

Elimination: for example, using Gröbner bases.
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CART with DOUBLE PENDULUM

Required modules: Solid bars, servo’s.
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Solid bar

Terminals: mechanical 2-D terminals.

Parameters: (length),
(mass per unit length).
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Behavioral equations:

Note: Contains latent variables.
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1

2

3
4

Hinge with servo

Terminals: mechanical 2-D terminals, 2 electrical.

Parameters: rotor mass , the stator mass , the rotor inertia ,
the stator inertia , the inductance , the resistance of the motor
circuit, the motor torque constant .
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Behavioral equations:

Terminal variables:

The motor torque is a latent variable.
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TEARING

1

2 3

4

5

6
7

8
9

10

11
12

13

14
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ZOOMING

The list of the modules & the associated terminals:

Module Type Terminals Parameter

Link 1 bar (7,8) ,

Link 2 bar (1,2) ,

Support bar (13,14) ,

Hinge 1 servo (9,10,11,12)

Hinge 2 servo (3,4,5,6 )
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The interconnection architecture:

Pairing

Manifest variable assignment:

the variables on the external terminals 1, 5, 6, 11, 12, 14 .

All other variables are latent variables.
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Equations for the full behavior:
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INPUT - to - OUTPUT CONNECTIONS

The inappropriateness of input - to - output connections is illustrated
very well by the following simple physical example:

Logical choice of inputs: the pressures , and of the
outputs .

In any case, the choice should be ‘symmetric’.
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Interconnection constraints:

Equates two inputs and two outputs.
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LINEAR RLCT CIRCUITS
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BUILDING BLOCKS

Module Types:

Resistors, Capacitors, Inductors, Transformers, Connectors.

All terminals are of the same type: electrical

There are 2 variables associated with each terminal, ,
the potential,
the current (counted positive when it flows into the module).

terminal signal space
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SPECIFICATION of the BEHAVIOR of the MODULES

-

+

Resistor: 2-terminal module.
Parameter: (resistance in ohms, say).
Device laws:
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+

-

Capacitor: 2-terminal module.
Parameter: (capacitance in farads, say).
Device laws:
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-

+

Inductor: 2-terminal module.
Parameter: (inductance in henrys, say).
Device laws:
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-

+

-

+

Transformer: 4-terminal module; terminals (1,2): primary;
terminals (3,4): secondary.

Parameter: (the turns ratio, ).
Device laws:
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1

2
3

n

Connector: many-terminal module.
Parameter: (number of terminals, an integer).
Device laws:
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MODULES and TERMINAL ASSIGNMENT

Modules Resistors , parameters
;

Capacitors , parameters ;
Inductors , parameters ;
Transformers , parameters
Connectors , parameters .

This yields the set of terminals
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INTERCONNECTION ARCHITECTURE

Interconnection architecture :

a set of disjoint (unordered) pairs of different elements
(i.e., doubletons) from .

Module

External terminal

Module

Module

Module

Module

Internal terminal

Internal terminal

Internal terminal

Internal terminal

Internal terminal

Internal terminal
Internal terminal

Internal terminal

External terminal

External terminal
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MANIFEST VARIABLE ASSIGNMENT

External terminals =

Manifest variables = external terminal voltages and currents
Denote the manifest variables by

as .

Manifest behavior:

Denote further the full behavior (the behavior of all the terminal
voltages and currents) by
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FULL BEHAVIORAL EQUATIONS

1. Module Laws:

1.1 Resistors: for each resistor , terminals ,

for
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1.2 Capacitors: for each capacitor , terminals ,

for

1.3 Inductors: for each inductor , terminals ,

for
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1.4 Transformers: for each transformer ,
terminals ,

for

1.5 Connectors: for each connector , terminals ,

for
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2. Interconnection Laws:

For each ‘connected’ terminal pair

Solution of behavioral equations

After elimination of internal variables .
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PROPERTIES of

When is
the external terminal behavior of a circuit
containing a finite number of positive
’s, ’s, ’c, ’s, and connectors?

It is possible to derive necessary & sufficient conditions!
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1.

2. KVL:

and

with

...

3. KCL:
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4. Input cardinality:

5. Hybridicity:
There exists an input/output choice such that the input variables

and output variables pair as
follows:

Each terminal is either current controlled or voltage controlled.
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6. Passivity:
Assume for simplicity . There holds

for all of compact support.

This states that the net electrical energy goes into the circuit.
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7. Reciprocity:
Assume again for simplicity . There holds

for all of compact support.
Equivalently: rev
where rev denotes time-reversal, and

This curious properties may be translated into:

The influence of terminal on terminal is equal
to the influence of terminal on terminal .
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Proof of necessity:

Show that the modules satisfy properties (1) to (7).

Show that these properties remain valid after one additional
interconnection. The difficult part here is (4).

Proof of sufficiency:

‘Synthesis’.
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TERMINALS versus PORTS

Note that we have used throughout the terminal description of
circuits. It is simply more appropriate and more general (even when
using only ‘port’ devices.

Example:

3

1

2
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RECAP

Modelling interconnected systems Interplay of
modules
terminals
interconnection laws
interconnection architecture
manifest variable assignment

Adapted to computer assisted modeling

Many latent variables, many equations (many static relations,
i.e., algebraic equations). Far distance from i/o, i/s/o, tf. fns., etc.
Stresses the importance of elimination algorithms.

Input-to-output connections are inappropriate in this context.
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Paradigmatic example: RLCT circuits.
N.a.s.c. on the terminal behavior:

1. linear, time-invariant, differential

2. KVL

3. KCL

4. input cardinality = number of terminals

5. hybridicity

6. passivity

7. reciprocity

Terminal description in circuits is more general than
port description.
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